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We consider transport through triple quantum dot system in a triangular geometry weakly coupled to external
ferromagnetic leads. The real-time diagrammatic technique in the lowest order perturbation theory is used to
calculate the current and Fano factor in the parallel and antiparallel magnetic conguration of the system as well
as the resulting tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR). We focus on the transport regime where the current is suppressed
and show that it can lead to negative dierential conductance and large super-Poissonian shot noise, which are
present in both magnetic congurations. Furthermore, we show that for voltages where the system is trapped in a
one-particle dark state the TMR becomes suppressed, while for two-particle blockade, the TMR is much enhanced.
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1. Introduction

Quantum dots are ideal systems to study various
correlations between single charges and spins at the
nanoscale [1]. They are also very promising for applications in future nanoelectronics, therefore there is a lot
of interest in fully understanding their various properties,
including electronic transport. In fact, many phenomena
known from dierent areas of physics can be observed and
studied in articial molecules built from several coupled
quantum dots. One prominent example, which comes
from atomic physics, is related with coherent population
trapping in a dark state, which can also occur in triple
quantum dot (TQD) systems [24]. The presence of such
states reveals itself in current suppression and negative
dierential conductance. Recently, the role of dark states
in transport through coherent TQDs weakly coupled to
nonmagnetic leads was analyzed by means of the realtime diagrammatic technique [5]. In this paper we will
extend these studies by assuming that the external electrodes are made of ferromagnetic materials. Quantum
dots, when attached to ferromagnetic leads, can exhibit
a considerable tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) eect
when varying the magnetic conguration between parallel and antiparallel one [6, 7]. The goal is thus to examine the magnetoresistive properties of TQDs and the
eect of spin-dependent tunneling on transport through
TQDs with a focus on transport regimes where current
suppression occurs.
2. Theoretical description
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Here, njσ = d†jσ djσ , where d†jσ creates an electron with
spin σ in the j th quantum dot, while εj denotes the respective energy. The second and third terms take into
account the on-site Coulomb interaction U and the interdot Coulomb correlation denoted by U 0 , respectively.
The last term of HTQD describes the hopping between
the dots with t being the hopping parameter, assumed
equal for all dots. The summation hiji is over nearestneighbor dots and the parameters U 0 and t are divided
by 2 to avoid double counting. Finally, the tunneling
Hamiltonian is given by
X X
HT =
(vj c†jkσ djkσ + H.c.),
(2)
j=L,R kσ

The system consists of three single-level quantum dots
in a triangular geometry, coupled to each other via hopping parameter t and attached to external ferromagnetic
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leads, see Fig. 1. The rst (second) dot is coupled to the
left (right) lead with coupling strength Γ σ and the bias
voltage is applied symmetrically to the system. The magnetizations of the leads are assumed to form either parallel or antiparallel magnetic conguration. The Hamiltonian of system is given by, H = HLeads +HTQD +HT , with
HLeads describing noninteracting electrons in the leads,
P
P
HLeads = j=L,R kσ εjkσ c†jkσ cjkσ , where c†jkσ , (cjkσ ) is
the creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with
spin σ momentum k in the left (j = L) and right (j = R)
lead, while εjkσ denotes the corresponding single-particle
energy. The TQD Hamiltonian reads
X
X
U0 X X
HTQD =
εj njσ +U
nj↑ nj↓ +
niσ njσ0
2
jσ
j
hiji σσ 0
XtX †
+
(d djσ + d†jσ diσ ).
(1)
2 σ iσ
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where vj denotes the tunnel matrix elements between the
j th lead and the corresponding dot, see Fig. 1. The respective coupling strength is given by, Γjσ = 2π|tj |ρσj ,
where ρσj is the spin-dependent density of states in lead
j . With the denition of spin polarization for lead
−
+
−
j , pj = (ρ+
j − ρj )/(ρj + ρj ), the coupling becomes,
+(−)

Γj

(460)

= Γj (1 ± pj ), where Γj = (Γj+ + Γj− )/2. Here,
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Γj+ (Γj− ) stands for coupling between given dot to the
spin-majority (spin-minority) electron band of lead j . In
the following we assume, ΓL = ΓR ≡ Γ and pL = pR ≡ p.
We also take the limit of U → ∞ and exclude doubly occupied state of each dot from calculations.
To determine the transport characteristics we use the
real-time diagrammatic technique [8, 9]. This method is
based on a systematic perturbation expansion of the reduced density matrix and the operators of interest with
respect to the coupling strength Γ . In this analysis we
assume that the coupling is very weak and consider only
the lowest order of expansion, which corresponds to sequential tunneling. Moreover, we also assume that the
hopping between the dots is relatively large, t  Γ . This
leads to signicant overlap of the wave functions of the
neighboring dots, resulting in the formation of molecular
states, |χi, through which transport takes place.

Fig. 1. Schematic of TQD in a triangular geometry.
Dot 1 (2) is coupled to the left (right) lead with coupling
strength Γσ . Each dot is coupled to remaining two dots
with hopping parameter t.

Within the real-time diagrammatic technique, the occupation probabilities pχ can be found from a master-like
equation [8, 9]. On the other hand, the current can be
calculated from [8, 9], I = (e/2~)Tr{W I p}, where W I
is the self-energy matrix which takes into account the
number of particles transferred through the system and
p is the probability vector. In the following, we study the
bias dependence of the current in the parallel (I P ) and
antiparallel (I AP ) magnetic conguration and the TMR,
dened as [7], TMR = I P /I AP − 1. Moreover, we also
analyze the Fano factor, F = S/(2e|I|), where S denotes
the shot noise. The formula for S can be found in Ref. [9].
3. Results and conclusions

The currents I P and I AP as well as the resulting TMR
are shown in Fig. 2a for ε1 = ε3 ≡ ε = 1 meV and
ε − ε2 ≡ δ = 0.5 meV. For this level conguration, when
1/2 . eV /U 0 . 3/2, the system is trapped in a oneparticle dark state. The TQD is then in a state, in which
the wave function is extended over only two dots, one of
which is not directly coupled to the leads. As a result,
the transfer of electrons through the system is blocked.
Although in the dark state regime the current is suppressed, due to nonzero temperature there is still a nite
occupation probability of single-particle states, which are

Fig. 2. The bias voltage dependence of (a) the current
in the parallel and antiparallel conguration and the resulting TMR, and (b) the Fano factor in both magnetic
congurations. The parameters are as follows: U 0 =
10 meV, ε1 = ε3 ≡ ε = 1 meV, ε − ε2 ≡ δ = 0.5 meV,
t = −1 meV, Γ = 0.025 meV, p = 0.5, T = 0.2 meV and
I0 = eΓ /~.

extended over all three dots and thus contribute to transport. This gives rise to a thermally-activated nonzero
current and to the TMR in the blockade regime. As
can be seen in Fig. 2a, for negative bias voltage both
currents I P and I AP display typical Coulomb staircase
dependence. However, for positive bias, the current rst
increases to drop when the system becomes trapped in
a dark state, which happens for 1/2 . eV /U 0 . 3/2.
The system exhibits then negative dierential conductance, irrespective of magnetic conguration. Moreover,
I P > I AP , in the whole range of considered bias voltage,
except for 1/2 . eV /U 0 . 3/2, when one nds I P ≈ I AP .
As a result, the TMR is always positive and reaches approximately zero, when the system is trapped in oneparticle dark state, see Fig. 2a.
The presence of dark states is also revealed in the dependence of the Fano factor on the bias voltage. The
Fano factor describes the deviation of the shot noise from
the Poissonian noise for uncorrelated events. In the dark
state regime, for both parallel and antiparallel conguration, the shot noise becomes super-Poissonian with
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Fano factor much larger than unity, see Fig. 2b. For
eV → 0, the Fano factor diverges due to the fact that
I → 0, while S is dominated by thermal noise. We also
note that generally F P > F AP , this results from the fact
that in the parallel conguration there is a larger imbalance between spin-resolved transport channels compared
to the antiparallel conguration, which enhances the uctuations of the current.

one half. Because of large on-dot Coulomb interaction,
the electrons cannot tunnel from right lead to the second
dot and transport is then blocked. Note, that electronic
spacial distribution in this blockade is signicantly dierent compared to single-particle dark state where clearly
one of the dots was not occupied at all. Now, its occupancy is equal to one, forbidding tunneling from the lead
to this dot due to large U . This blockade is thus rather
due to nite Coulomb correlations in the dots, contrary
to one-particle blockade discussed above, which was due
to the trapping in a dark state.
The magnetoresistive properties of the system are also
dierent than those in the case shown in Fig. 2. For
two-particle blockade, the TMR is greatly enhanced, see
Fig. 3a. This can be attributed to nonequilibrium spin
accumulation in triplet states that develops in the antiparallel conguration, leading to large dierence between the currents I P and I AP . Moreover, in the blockade regimes due to Coulomb interactions, we nd superPoissonian shot noise, which is enhanced in the parallel conguration compared to the antiparallel one, see
Fig. 3b.
In conclusion, we have studied the spin-resolved sequential transport through triple quantum dot in triangular geometry weakly coupled to ferromagnetic leads. We
showed that when the system is trapped in one-particle
dark state, the TMR is generally suppressed, while for
two-particle blockade we predicted an enhancement of
TMR. Both blockade regimes are also associated with
super-Poissonian shot noise, which is larger in the parallel conguration compared to the antiparallel one.
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Fig. 3. The bias voltage dependence of (a) the current
in the parallel and antiparallel conguration and the resulting TMR, and (b) the Fano factor in both magnetic
congurations. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2
with ε = −25 meV.

By lowering the levels of the dots, the TQD becomes
successively occupied with electrons. The transport characteristics for the case when there are three electrons in
the TQD for V = 0 are shown in Fig. 3. Now, for positive
bias the current grows monotonically and shows Coulomb
steps, while for negative bias voltage one observes current
suppression and negative dierential conductance. With
increasing negative bias, the current exhibits a small peak
for eV /U 0 ≈ −0.8, i.e. when the applied bias matches the
excitation energy between three and two-particle states.
However, for eV /U 0 < −0.8, the system becomes trapped
in a two-particle blockade and the current is suppressed
in a wide range of negative bias voltage, see Fig. 3a. In
this blockade, the occupancy of the second dot is one,
while the occupancies of rst and third dots are equal to
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